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I.

Introduction

This article reviews important developments in 2013 in the field of international investment and development.

* Professor Uche Ewelukwa, SJD (Harvard), Professor of Law at the University of Arkansas Fayetteville
and Vice-Chair of the International Investment and Development Committee, served as the committee editor
for this year in review article and wrote the section on Africa and the European Union. The authors are
Amala Nath, Etienne Toussaint, Melissa Boudreau, Fulbright &Jaworski LLP (Chile); Pratibha Jain, Partner
& Head, Nishith Desai Associate, Delhi, and Mahesh Kumar, Leader, Tax & Globalization, Nishith Desai
Associates, Singapore (India); Aseem Chawla, Senior Partner & Ms. Divya Ashta, Director, MPC Legal
(India-Exchange Controls). Finn Hasselriis, Partner, and Terry A. Selzer, Head of Cross Border
Transactions, Husen Advokater, Copenhagen, Denmark (Denmark); Sophie Pouget, Private Sector
Development Specialist, Global Indicators Group, Development Economics, World Bank Group
(International Investment and Alternative Dispute Resolution); Mariana Ardizzone, Maciel, Norman &
Asociados in Buenos Aires (Argentina); Nastassia Herasimovich, a graduate of Northwestern University
School of Law and an Associate with a U.S. law firm in Moscow (Belarus); Irina Feofanova, a 2008 graduate
of the University of Arkansas School of Law LL.M. Program (Russia and Kazakhstan); John Frangos, Senior
Associate with Limcharoen, a regional law firm focusing on investment transactions in the ASEAN region
(Vietnam); Mauricio Becerra de la Roca Donoso and Polina Chtchelok, Becerra de la Roca Donoso &
Asociados (Bolivia); Javier A. Robledo, Holland & Knight, Washington, D.C. (Venezuela); Qingqing Miao,
Shatz Law Group, Seattle, WA. (China); and Elis Wendpap, LL.M. in International Legal Studies, NYU
School of Law and intern at the Dispute Settlement Unit of the Brazilian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Brazil).
The views expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of any
government or other organization associated with them.
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II. Africa
A.

GHANA

On July 18, 2013, the Ghanaian Parliament passed the amended 2013 Ghana Investment Promotion Centre (GIPC) Act (2013 GIPC Act). I This act repeals and replaces the
Act 478 of 1994.2 The 2013 GIPC Act establishes the GIPC and defines its mandate and
finctions. 3 It also clarifies rules relating to entry, admission, and protection of investment; 4 it provides investment guarantees; 5 it addresses issues relating to expatriate labor
7
6
and employment; and it creates a framework for compliance monitoring and appeals.
The 2013 GIPC Act vests in the GIPC the power to "formulate investment promotion
policies and plans, promotional incentives and marketing strategies to attract foreign and
local investments in advanced technology industries and skill-intensive services which enjoy good export market prospects." 8
The 2013 GIPC Act requires that an enterprise "in which foreign participation is permitted" be, after its incorporation or registration and before commencement of opera9
tions, registered with the GIPC. Under the 2013 GIPC Act, certain activities are
reserved for Ghanaian-owned enterprises. Pursuant to article 27(1) of the GIPC Act, a
person who is not a citizen of Ghana and an enterprise that is not wholly owned by
Ghanaian citizens cannot invest or participate in (1) "the sale of goods or provision of
services in a market, petty trading or hawking or selling of goods in a stall at any place";
(2) "the operation of [a] taxi or car hire service in an enterprise that has a fleet of less than
twenty-five vehicles"; (3) "the operation of a beauty salon or a barber shop"; and (4) "the
printing of recharge scratch cards for the use of subscribers of telecommunication services." 10 Article 27(2) firther stipulates that the Minister "may by legislative instrument
amend the list of enterprises reserved for citizens and enterprises wholly owned by
citizens."II

Article 28 of the GIPC Act defines enterprises eligible for foreign participation and the
minimum foreign capital requirement. 12 A person who is not a citizen may participate in
an enterprise other than enterprises reserved for Ghanaian citizens in the following two
ways: either through a joint- enterprise with a partner who is a Ghanaian citizen or
through wholly-owned enterprises. 13 Under the partnership route, the foreigner must
1. Ghana Investment Promotion Centre Act of 2013, Ghana Gazette, Act 865, Aug. 26, 2013 (Ghana),
available
at http://www.gipcghana.com/press-and-media/downloads/category/16-laws.hrmnl?download=43
:gipc-act-2013-act-865 [hereinafter GIPC Act].
2.Antoinette Ofosn-Kwakye, Ghana: Parliament Passes
Revised
Law Governing Investments,
LIBR. OF CON
CRESS (Jul. 30, 2013), http://www.loc.gov/lawweb/servlet/loc news?disp3_1205403648_text.
3. GIPC Act, arts. 3-4.
4. Id.arts. 27-29.
5.Id.arts. 30-33.
6. Id. arts. 34-37.
7.Id. arts. 38-39.
8.Id. art. 4(a).
9. Id. art. 24(1).
10. Id. art. 27(1)(a)-(d).
11. Id. art. 27(2).
12.Id.art.
28.
13.Id. art.
1(a)-(b).
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invest "a foreign capital of not less than two hundred thousand United States Dollars in
cash or capital goods relevant to the investment or a combination of both by way of equity
participation and the partner who is a citizen does not have less than ten percent equity
participation in the joint enterprise."1 4 Where an enterprise is wholly owned by a noncitizen, such a person must invest "a foreign capital of not less than five hundred thousand
United States Dollars in cash or capital goods relevant to the investment or a combination
of both by way of equity capital in the enterprise."' 5 The new law mandates joint venture
with a partner who is a citizen when an entity is a trading enterprise that is principally
6
engaged in the purchase and sale of goods.1
The 2013 GIPC Act provides several investment guarantees and prohibits discrimination against foreign investors, employers, or workers, "[u]nless specifically provided for
under an applicable legislation." 17 It also offers guarantees against expropriation subject
to the Constitution and any other relevant law's and it guarantees unconditional transferability of capital in freely convertible currency, subject to the 2006 Foreign Exchange Act
and the regulations and notices issued under that act.' 9 To ensure compliance, the 2013
GIPC Act vests in the GIPC the power to monitor enterprises to which the 2013 GIPC
Act applies. The GIPC also has the mandate to convict enterprises of certain listed offenses and impose appropriate penalties.20

B.

SOUTH AFRICA

On June 21, 2013, South Africa's Minister of Mineral Resources introduced the Mineral
and Petroleum Resources Development Amendment Bill (Bill) in the National Assembly. 2 ' In September 2013, the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Mineral Resources
held public hearings on the Bill.22 If passed, the Bill will amend sections of the 2002
Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act 28 (MPRDA), as amended by the
2008 Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Amendment Act 49.23 The goals of
the Bill are, inter alia, "to provide for the regulation of associated minerals [and the] partitioning of rights and [to] enhance provisions relating to [the] beneficiation of minerals; to

14. Id. art. 28(1)(a).
15. Id. art. 28(1)(b).
16. Id. art. 27(2).
17. Id. art. 30(a).
18. Id. art. 31.
19. Id. art. 32.
20. Article 40 of the GIPC Act lists offences that an enterprise can commit in Ghana. Article 41 lists the
applicable penalties. Id. arts. 40-41.
21. Mineral and Petroleum Resource Development Amendment Bill, 2013, Bill 15-2013 (GN) (S. Afr.)
[hereinafter MPRDA Bill], availhe at http://www.jutalaw.co.za/media/filestore/2013/06/bO15-2013.pdf. See
also Government Notice (GN) 567, No. 36523 (May 31, 2013) (S. Afr.), available at http://www.gov.za/docu
ments/download.php?f= 191260.
22. Press Release, S. Afr. Parliament, Update on Public Hearings on MPRDA Bill (Sept. 20, 2013), http://
www.parliament.gov.za/live/content-mobi.php?C Item ID=4650&Item ID=3534.
23. Act 49 of 2008 came into effect on June 7, 2013. See MPRDA Bill; see also Hot Topics MPRDA Amendment Bill 2013, CENTRE FOR ENVTL. RTs., http://cer.org.za/hot-topics/mprda-draft-amendment-bill-2012
(last visited Mar. 24, 2014).
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promote national energy security; ... to provide for enhanced sanctions; [and] to improve
' 24

the regulatory system.
The Bill introduces a number of changes to the MPRDA For example, the Bill introduces changes to the criteria for awarding prospecting and mining rights. Until now,
the award has been done on a first-in, first assessed basis, which means that applications
for mining rights submitted on different dates were dealt with in order of receipt. 25 The
proposed new section 9 provides that the Minister,
may by notice in the Gazette invite applications for reconnaissance permission, prospecting rights, exploration rights, mining rights, production rights and mining permits in respect of any area of land ... and may subject to the provisions of the [Bill],
prescribe in such notice the period within which any application may be lodged...
and the terms and conditions subject to which such rights and permits may be
26
granted.
Other changes include a provision stipulating that the Minister "must initiate or promote
the beneficiation of minerals, ' 2 7 provisions introducing new offenses and penalties, 28 and
an amendment to section 26 of the Bill that subjects all export of minerals and petroleum
29
resources to the written consent of the Minister and to relevant conditions.

III. Asia-Pacific
A.

CHINA

On May 10, 2013, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) promulgated
the Provisions for Administration of Foreign Exchange Relating to Inbound Direct Investment by Foreign Investors (Circular 21).30 Circular 21 became effective on May 13,
2013.31
Circular 21 clarifies foreign exchange administration regulations by abolishing at least
two dozen of the regulations. 32 In combination with Circular 59, issued in November
2012, Circular 21 simplifies foreign exchange procedures for foreign direct investment
24. MPRDA Bill.
25. The Mineral and Petroleum Resource Development Act 28 of 2002 § 9(1)(b) (S. Afr.).
26. MPRDA Bill § 5 (amending Section 9 of Act 28 of 2008, as amended by Section 6 of Act 49 of 2008).
27. Id. § 2 1(a) (amending Section 26 of Act 28 of 2008, as amended by Section 22 of Act 49 of 2008.).
28. Id. § 70 (amending section 99 of Act 28 of 2002).
29. Id. § 21(d).
30. Guojia Waihui Guanliju Guanyu Yinfa [Waiguo Touzizhe Jingnei Touzi Waihui Guanli Guiding] ji
Peitao Wenjian de Tongzhi

I*
OkCW499

F-

{

79

,

I) [SAFE Circular

on Issuing the Provisions for Administration of Foreign Exchange Relating to Inbound Direct Investment by
Foreign Investors and Related Documents] (promulgated by State Administration of Foreign Exchange, May
10, 2013, effective May 13, 2013) (China), available at http://www.fdi.gov.cn/1800000121-23-71214 07
.html [hereinafter Circular 21].
31. Id. art. 15.
32. China Simplifies Rules on Foreign Exchange Administration of FDI, CHINA BRIEFING (May 13, 2013),
http://www.china-briefing.com/news/2013/05/13/china-simplifies-rules-on- foreign-exchange-administra
tion-of-fdi.html#print [hereinafter China Briefing].
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(FDI)transactions including opening accounts, setting up new companies, and mergers
and acquisitions.

33

SAFE now administers FDI activities according to a registration-based system changing
the existing pre-approval system. 34 Under Circular 21, FDI activities include establishing
a foreign investment enterprise (FIE); remitting foreign finds for FIE startup expenses;
contributing capital, equity, and tangible and intangible assets to an FIE through foreign
investors; acquiring equity shares of a domestic enterprise; increasing or decreasing capital; and transferring equity. 35 The change to a registration-based system promotes admin36
istrative efficiency and encourages foreign investment.
Circular 21 applies to investors from Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan. 37 Further, the
establishment of financial institutions is also subject to the registration rules under Circular 21.38
Additionally, on March 18, 2013, the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) released the
Regulations on the Competitive Activities in the Area of Outbound Investment and Economic Cooperation (Regulations), which took effect on April 17, 2013. 39 The Regulations promote outbound investments and regulate Chinese business activities conducted
abroad.4 0 According to the Regulations, "unfair competition" includes commercial bribery, price fixing, collusive bidding, business libel, false advertising, and any other activities
determined to be "unfair" under the law.41 MOFCOM also has the authority to impose
civil sanctions on outbound enterprises and to establish an enterprise -credit-profile system
that will record unfair competition activities. 4 2 Any enterprise engaging in unfair compe43
tition will not be eligible to receive government subsidies or benefits for three years.
Under the Regulations, enterprises doing business abroad must strictly comply with the
Regulations on Overseas Contract Project, the Regulations on Overseas Labor Collaboration, and the Provisions on Overseas Investment. 4 4 Enterprises must also apply for approval to bid on projects with a contractually stated price of over U.S. $5,000,000. 4 5
33. Id.; see also Circular 21 art. 2.
34. China Briefing, supra note 32; see also Circular 21 art. 3.
35. China Briefing, supra note 32; see also Circular 21 arts. 5-8.
36. Chen, Yueshi, Guojia Waihuiju Zaidu Songhang Waihui Sbenpi (FVt" F
V
1,M$[' L)[SAFE
Once More Relaxes Administrative Rules on Foreign Exchange Transactions], E. MORNING POST (May 12, 2013),
http://www.dfdaily.com/html/113/2013/5/12/994851.shtml.
37. Circular 21 art. 18.
38. Id. art. 17;see also China Briefing, supra note 32.
39. Shangwubu Guanyu Yinfa [Guifan Diwai Touzi Hezuo Lingyu Jingzheng Xingwei de Guiding] de
Tongzhi (M,
#', =h
<
.f PI )
k)
[Ministry of Commerce Notice on Promulgating the Regulations on the Competitive Activities in the Area of Outbound Investment and
Economic Cooperation] (promulgated by the Ministry of Commerce, Mar. 18, 2013, effective Apr. 17,2013)
(China), available at http://www.mofcom.gov.cn/article/h/redht/201303/20130300064019.shrml.
40. Id. art. 1.
41. Id. art. 5.
42. Id. arts. 11-12.
43. Id. art. 11.
44. Id. art. 6.
45. Ministry of Commerce Notice on Promulgating the Regulations on the Competitive Activities in the
Area of Outbound Investment and Economic Cooperation (promulgated by the Ministry of Commerce, Mar.
18, 2013, effective Apr. 17,2013) art. 6 (China), available at http://www.mofcom.gov.cn/article/h/redht/
201303/20130300064019.shtml.
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The Regulations add additional features, including (1) requiring enterprises to obtain
proper work authorization for workers, (2) precluding enterprises from lowering labor
costs to gain business opportunities abroad, (3) requiring a preliminary project report for
merger and acquisition transactions, (4) and prohibiting promises to finance projects without actual approval from a lender.46
In addition, the Regulations emphasize more social responsibilities for enterprises by
requiring them to observe the local culture and tradition, to pay close attention to envi47
ronmental protection, and to participate in charitable activities.
The Regulations are a result of the rapidly increasing presence of Chinese companies
abroad. The Chinese government has determined that regulating overseas business activities achieves multiple goals, including promoting the positive image of Chinese enter48
prises and enhancing overall productivity.
B.

INDIA

2013 has been a mixed bag for investors and multinationals doing business in India.
Key challenges included volatility in the rupee, high inflation, and declining investor sentiments caused by policy flip-flops and retroactive tax amendments in 2012. 4 9 While major reforms are still awaited, a few recent measures have generated incremental positive
results.
India has introduced general anti-avoidance rules (GAAR), which will be implemented
beginning in 2016.0 GAAR provides wide power to the tax authorities to disregard most
conventional tax planning structures, both domestic and cross-border.5 The government
has announced a limited grandfathering of investments made prior to August 30, 2010.52
But subsequent investments and other transactions would still be subject to GAAR. A few
procedural safeguards were incorporated into GAAR to ensure accountability. 3 But because of ambiguities in the provisions, GAAR continues to be a risk area for investors with
respect to new and existing structures.
Additionally, a new tax of 20 percent has been introduced on any buy back of securities
by an Indian company, which eliminates a popular tax efficient option of extracting profits
from India.54 India has also introduced a framework for advance pricing arrangements
46. Id.
47. Id. art. 7.
48. See Ministry of Commerce, Zhongguo dui Waitouzi Hezuo Oiyeyianshe Wenjian Huihian Bian hi Shuoming
L
A) [Preface to Collected Documents on Regulating and Building Chi(YH
[lALL{F
nese Outbound Investment and Economic Cooperation Companies] (Mar. 27, 2013), http://fec.mofcom.gov.cn/arti
cle/zcfg/zcfb/dwtz/201303/1741680 1.html.
49. See generally Neha Teharini and Malavika Vyawahare, Hidden Bombs in India's Budgetfor Foreign Investons, N.Y. TimEs BLOC (Mar. 20, 2012, 11:47 AM), http://india.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/03/20/hiddenbombs-in-indias-budget-for-foreign-investors/?-php=true&-type=blogs& r=0.
50. The Finance Act, No. 17 of 2013, Ch. X-A, INDIA CODE (2013), available at http://www.taxindiaonline
.com/RC2/union_budget/finance act/finance act 13/.
51. Id.
52. The Income Tax Rules, 1962, Ch. IOU (India).
53. Id.
54. The Income Tax Act, No. 43 of 1961, Ch. 115QA,INDIA CODE (2013), availahle at http://law.income
taxindia.gov.in/DIT/.
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that is expected to provide certainty on transfer pricing matters.55 Certain safe harbors
were also announced for specific routine transfer pricing arrangements, particularly in the
outsourcing context. 56 Such measures provide some relief, especially considering recent
transfer pricing adjustments numbering billions of U.S. dollars 57 and India's aggressive
position on source-based taxation in light of the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development's (OECD) report on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting.
A new law governing investment advisors was introduced this year. 58 Any person providing investment advisory services for consideration to Indian residents would need to be
registered with the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI). The regulations seek
to ensure that investment advisers act in a fiduciary capacity and are held to the highest
ethical and moral standards. 59
A few measures were introduced to stimulate investments in debt securities. The debt
limit applicable to qualified foreign investors has been raised from U.S. $1 billion to U.S.
$51 billion, coupled with a lower withholding tax of 5 percent (reduced from 40 percent)
on interest on specific debt instruments. 60 Relaxation of foreign direct investment caps
was mooted for specific sectors. 61 Conditions for investment in the retail sector were
simplified to make it more attractive for investors. 62 In another positive move, SEBI has
introduced a framework for setting up angel funds within India's alternate investment
fund regime, which is now a year old and becoming increasingly attractive to sponsors and
63
investors.
In India, overseas investments in joint ventures (JVs) and wholly-owned subsidiaries
(WoSs) have been recognized by Indian entrepreneurs as important channels for promoting global business. The approach has been to facilitate outward FDI through JVs and
WoSs and to provide financial support to promote exports (including project exports)
64
from India.
The 1973 Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA), which was subsequently replaced
by the 1999 Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA), has been the governing legisla55. Id. Ch. 92CC.
56. The Income Tax Rules, 1962, Ch. 10TA-10TF (India).
57. Recent high profile transfer pricing assessments include Shell, Nokia, and Vodafone. See Mihir
Naniwadekar & Shreya Rao, India: Tramfer PricingScrutiny on Intra-Group Share Subscriptions- "hat Does The
Future Holdfor Shell?, MONDAQ (June 14,2013), http://www.mondaq.com/india/x/245100/Transfer+Pricing/
Transfer+Pricing+Scrutiny+On+lntraGroup+Share+Subscriptions+What+Does+The+Future+Hold+For+
Shell.
58. See generally Investment Advisers Regulations, SEC. AND EXCH. BD. OF INDIA (Jan. 21, 2013), http://www
.sebi.gov.in/cms/sebi-data/attachdocs/1 358779330956.pdf.

59. Id.
60. FIs to Pay Only

5% Withholding Tax on Interest Income, EcON. TImEs (May 21, 2013), http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2013-05-2 1/news/39419023- lqualified- foreign-investors-debt-market-

infrastructure-debt-funds.
61. Government Liberalizes FDI Limits in 12 Sectors, Including Telecom,

INDIA TODAY (July 16, 2013),
indiatoday.intoday.in/story/government-foreign-direct-investment-defence-telecom/1/291640.html.

http://

62. India Eases Foreign Investment Rules in Retail Sector, BBC (Aug. 1, 2013), http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/

business-23544570.
63. See Alternative Investment Funds Regulations, SEC.

AND EXCH.

BD. OF

INDIA (May 21,

2012), http://www

.sebi.gov.in/cms/sebi-data/commondocs/lFregulations2012-p.pdf
64. M.Y. KHAN, INDIAN FINANcIAL SYSTEM 17.9 (5th ed. 2007).
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tion for overseas direct investment (ODI) in India.6 ODI can be effectuated under (1) an
approval route (where approval from the Central Bank of India, i.e. the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI), is required) and (2) an automatic route. 66 To address the issue of the declining rupee, 6 7 the RBI introduced a series of capital controls on outward investment by both
corporations and individuals in August 2013. 6 8 The limit for ODI in aJV/WoS, under the
automatic route, for all new ODI transactions, was reduced from 400 percent of the net
worth of an Indian Party to 100 percent of its net worth. 69 The amended provision was
made applicable to all new ODI proposals on a prospective basis and not to existing JV/
YWoS that are set up under the extant guidelines.70 Any ODI in excess of 100 percent of
the net worth would be considered by the RBI under the approval route.71 Additionally,
the limit of 400 percent of the net worth of the Indian Party was retained for financial
commitments, fumded by way of eligible external commercial borrowings (ECBs) raised by
the Indian Party, as per the ECB guidelines. 72 Also, ODI funded out of exchange earners
foreign currency accounts or funds raised by way of American depository receipts/global
depository receipts would not be subject to any limit.
The RBI also issued restrictions on outbound remittances under the liberalized remittance scheme facility available for resident individuals, under which the limit of U.S.
$200,000 per financial year was reduced to U.S. $75,000 per financial year. 73 Also, the
acquisition of immovable property outside India, under the scheme, has been prohibited.74

C.

VIETNAM

Foreign investment has generally been flat in Vietnam, particularly in the retail sector.
This is because a major non-tariff barrier called the Economic Needs Test (ENT)7 1 has
slowed trade. But a new regulation, which was issued in April 2013, contains a substantial
exception to the ENT. The new regulation, known as Circular No. 08/2013/TT-BCT

65. Doing Business Abroad, Legal Aspects, Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEM4), GOV'T. OF INDIA
Bus. RES., http://business.gov.in/doing-business/fema.php (last visited Mar. 24, 2014).
66. FAQs, Overseas Direct Investments, RESERvE BANK OF INDIA (Oct. 22, 2013), http://www.rbi.org.in/
scripts/FAQView.aspx?Id=32.
67. Rupee Closes at Fresh All-Time Low Against US Dollar, EcON. TIMES (Aug. 28, 2013), http://arcles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2013-08-28/news/41538675-l asian-equity-markets-indian-rupee-capi
tal-inflows (on August 28, 2013, the Indian rupee hit an all-time low of 68.80 against the U.S. dollar).
68. Victor Mallet, India Restricts Outward Investment to Bolster Rupee, FIN. TImEs (Aug. 15, 2013), http://
www.ft.com/cms/s/0/8d630886-055f- 1le3-9e71-00144feab 7de.html#axzz2toYVvjVW.
69. FAQs, OverseasDirect Investments, supra note 66.
70. Id.
71. Press Release, Reserve Bank of India, RBI Announces Measures to Rationalise Foreign Exchange Outflows by Resident Indians (Aug. 14, 2013), available at http://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/PressRelease/PDFs/
IEPR323MR0813.pdf.
72. FAQs, OverseasDirect Investments, mupra note 66.
73. Id.
74. FAQs, Liberalised Remittance Scheme, RES. BANK OF INDIA (Nov. 13, 2013), http://www.rbi.org.in/
scripts/FAQView.aspx?Id=66.
75. World Trade Org. [WTO] Secretariat, Trade Policy Review: Viet Nam, WT/TPR/S/287 (Sept. 17-19,
2013), available at http://www.wto.org/english/tratop-e/tpr e/tp387_e.htm.
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(Circular 08), 7 6 gives increased transparency regarding the ENT and may help revitalize
77
foreign investment in Vietnam's retail sector.
InJanuary 2007, when Vietnam acceded to the World Trade Organization (WTO),78 its
distribution and retail sectors were poised for foreign investment. The idea was that foreign investors would be attracted to Vietnamese retail and distribution subsidiaries because they could be wholly owned. But this new program was hampered by a certain
qualifications. The problem is that FlEs are only permitted to invest the initial retail
outlets, and any subsequent outlet requires approval by local officials under the ENT.
Thus, the ENT was designed to "protect" Vietnamese retail establishments by limiting
FIEs' ability to saturate the sector.r9 As a result, FlEs are hesitant to invest in Vietnam
because other countries can offer competitive pricing without the bureaucracy.8 0
The ENT is based on three "objective" criteria, (1) the number of (existing) retail outlets in a geographic area, (2) market stability, and (3) geographic scale (e.g., population
density).81 Vietnamese law, however, does not define these criteria, allowing for subjective interpretation.8 2 Moreover, two additional measures that were included in the law are
subjective, all additional retail outlets must be decided on a "case by case basis" and be
83
consistent with the province or city master plan.
Circular 08 attempts to modify the scope of the ENT limitation. Under Circular 08,
FlEs are not required to undergo the ENT process when setting up an additional retail
establishment that (1)isless than five hundred square meters in area and (2)will be located in areas planned for goods-trading, in cities and provinces that already have the
necessary infrastructure. s4 This means that subsequent FIE retail outlets that meet the
size requirements could now be set up in places like shopping centers, office buildings,
and residential buildings. But FlEs must still obtain licenses to open each new outlet.85
Another favorable development is Circular 08's transparent and structured license application process.8 6 Previous rules were vague in terms of the specificity of what must be
submitted. Now, FlEs have detailed requirements regarding documentary submissions,
timeframes, and approvals. Furthermore, Circular 08 provides a comprehensive descrip8
tion of the ENT evaluation process, thereby providing increased transparency.
76. MINISTRY OF INDUS. AND TRADE, CIRCULAR 08/2013/TT-BCT (Apr. 22, 2013) (Viet.), available at
http://sotaichinh.tayninh.gov.vn/hethongvanban/Pages/default.aspx?SoID =43 .hethongvanban/Pages/
default.aspx?SoID=43.
77. Focus: Vietnamese Retail Industry Reform Offers GreaterForeign Investment Opportunities, ALLENS & LmN
KLATERS (May 15, 2013), http://www.allens.com.au/pubs/asia/foasial5mayl3.htm.
78. WTO Working Party on the Accession of Viet Nam, Accession of Viet Nam, WT/ACC/VNM/48 (Nov.
7,2006), available at www.wto.org/english/thewto e/acc e/al viemam e.htm (follow "WT/ACC/VNM/48"
link in "The Commitments" box) (the General Council approved Viet Nam's accession package on November 7,2006. Viet Nam became the VITO's 150th member on January 11, 2007).
79. WVTO Secretariat, supra note 75.
80. Focus: Vietnamese Retail Industry Reform Offers GreaterForeign Investment Opportunities, supra note 77.
81. Ministry of Industry and Trade, Circular 08/2013/TT-BCT.
82. WVTO Secretariat, supra note 75.
83. Ministry of Industry and Trade, Circular 08/2013/TT-BCT.
84. Id.
85. Focus: Vietnamese Retail Industry Reform Offers GreaterForeign Investment Opporti;ties,supra note 77.
86. Ministry of Industry and Trade, Circular 08/2013/TT-BCT.
87. Focus: Vietnamese Retail Industry Reform Offers GreaterForeign Investment Opportunities, supra note 77.
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IV. Eurasia
A.

BELARUS

With the aid of the International Finance Corporation, in July 2013, Belarns adopted
the Law on Investment (Law). 88 It will become effective on January 24, 2014.89 The Law
strengthens the basic legal framework for investment activities 90 and it is based on the
principles of the rnle of law, equality of investors, honest and rational implementation of
investments, and inadmissibility of arbitrary interference in private matters.91 The provisions of the new Law guarantee certain rights to investors. 92 Among these are the right to
employ foreigners in the Republic of Belarus under employment contracts, the right to
93
protection from nationalization, and the right to rent and use properties in Belarus.
The new Law provides several forms of dispute resolution. Investors can appeal to
Belarusian state courts as well as to international arbitration bodies. 94 Previously, filing a
complaint with the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID)
was precluded, and foreign investors could only refer disputes to international arbitration
in limited circumstances, as determined by a Belarusian Tribunal. The new Law allows
foreign investors, under certain circumstances, to submit disputes between investors and
the Republic of Belarus to the ICSID or an ad hoc arbitration formed pursuant to the
United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Arbitration
Rules. Foreign investors may also use dispute settlement mechanisms if stipulated in a
bilateral investment treaty or set forth in an investment agreement between an investor
and the Republic of Belarus. 9
Under the Law, investors are not limited in their ways of conducting investment activities and forms of financings.96 "The Law does not place restrictions on the volume of
investments and forms of business ownership" or liquidation and it does not impose con9
trols over the activity of a commercial organization with foreign investments. 7
The new Law also addresses nationalization procedures. Investors are guaranteed that,
in each nationalization case, a separate law will be adopted and will assess and determine
the compensation terms for seized property. The new Law "does not regulate the nation88. IFC Encourages Belarus
to Work Out Procedure to Compensate for Seized Property of Investors, BELR. TEL.
(July 24, 2013, 7:56 PM), http://news.belta.by/en/news/econom?id=721781.
89. Investment Climate: Legal Framework, NAT'L AGENCY OF INV. AND PRIVATIZATION IN THE REPUBLIC
OF BELR., http://www.investinbelarus.by/en/invest/Invesment
Climate/LegalFramework/ (last visited Mar.
24, 2014).
90. IFC: Law on Investment Will Promote Better Investment Climate in Belarus, MINISTRY OF ECON. OF THE
AGENCY

REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

(Aug. 7,2013), http://www.economy.gov.by/en/news/ifc-law-on-investment-will-

promote-better-investment-climate-in-belarus i_0000002454.html.
91. Investment Climate: Legal Framework, supra note 89.
92. Id.
93. Zakon Respubliki Belarusy [Law of the Republic of Belarus on Investment], 2013, No. 53-3.
94. Id. at Glava 3, Statyya 13 [Chapter 3, Article 13].
95. New Law "On Investments" Has Been Adopted in the Republic of Belarus, ZUBR CAPITAL (Aug. 1, 2013),
http://zubrcapital.com/press/lowbelarus/.
96. See IFC: Law on Investment Will Promote Better Investment Climate in Belarus, supra note 90; see also Law
of the Republic of Belarus on Investment.
97. IFC: Law on Investment Will Promote Better Investment Climate in Belarus, supra note 90.
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alization practice when owners are forced to 'voluntarily' relinquish their shares in jointstock companies to the state." 98
Although the new Law forms a great foundation for the improvement of the investment
climate in Belarus, transparent and clear mechanisms need to be adopted in order to allow
a successfil implementation of the Law.
B.

DENMARK

In January 2011, new regulations were enacted in Denmark regarding the imposition of
Value Added Tax (VAT) on certain real estate transactions. 99 The main change is that the
VAT became applicable to the sale of empty land and buildings less than five years old.100
These regulations have created some uncertainty for real estate investors and developers.
Whether the VAT will be applicable to a sale of land now requires a case-by-case analysis
by qualified tax advisors. The real estate market in Denmark has been slow since the
financial crisis,10 1 and a broad application of these regulations could further slow the real
estate market. But over the past two years there has been some further clarification.
In May 2013, the Danish Tax Authorities (SKAT) issued new clarifications on the application of the VAT to new buildings. These clarifications define what a new building is,
when the five-year period covering new buildings starts, rules regarding condominiums,
°
and rules affecting constrmction after a major storm or fire.1 2
Land that will be used for residential development is subject to the VAT.103 The
changed VAT regulations mainly impact this area of the industry and businesses that are
VAT exempted, such as financial institutions. But if land is being sold for the development of a shopping center, for example, the new regulations will have little consequence if
the development is being done by a VAT registered company, because the VAT paid by
the company during the development can be deducted from the VAT required upon the
sale of the land. Also, a private owner's sale of private land is not subject to VAT.104
C.

KAZAKHSTAN

In 2012, Kazakhstan adopted corporate amendments that took effect on January 4,
2013.10 These amendments "are intended to simplify the procedures for registering (and
98. The Government Promised Investors a Separate Law for Each NationaliGation Case, BELARUs IN Focus
(Aug. 13, 2013), http://belarusinfocus.info/p/5994.
99. Bekendtgorelse af lovom Mervtrdiafgift (Momsloven) [Value Added Tax Act] 2011, c. 3, § 13, n.2
(Den.) [hereinafter VAT Act].
100. Id. at c. 3, § 13.
101. Moran Zhang, Denmark's Economic Outlook: A Slow Recovery From 2008 Housing Bubble, INT'L Bus.
TImEs (Nov. 14, 2013, 6:36 AM) http://www.ibtimes.com/denmarks-economic-outlook-slow-recovery-2008housing-bubble- 1469534.
102. Bekendtgorelse om Endring af Bekendtgorelse om Mervxrdiafgiftsloven (Momsloven) [Decree
Amending the Value Added Tax Act (VAT Act)], § 1 (Den.).
103. VAT Act, c. 12, § 51.
104. Id.
105. See generally Grazhdansky Kodeks Respubliki Kazakhstan [Civil Code of the Republic of Kazkhstan],
2013, No. 60-V, available at http://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc id=31310967.
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liquidating) legal entities, branches and representative offices" and, thus, "to combat cor10 6
ruption (by reducing direct contact with state officials)."'
On June 13, 2013,107 another set of amendments was adopted, aiming to stimulate the
development of small businesses and the overall investment climate in the country. The
law decriminalized several economic crimes and lowered the penalties for certain economic criminal offenses. 1°8
On July 4, 2013, changes were introduced in Kazakhstan's transportation sector to address national communication problems and make further progress toward integration
into the international transportation system'0 9 (partially in force since July 22, 2013).
Earlier this year, the OECD advised Kazakhstan that "greater investment in transportation infrastructure . . . is needed to help Kazakhstan boost ... its farm sector."" 0
Another July fourth legislative reform created new types of government-private partnerships and broadened the scope of activities for the existing ones (it has been in force
since July 22, 2013, and in part since January 1, 2014). These changes will allow (1) the
formation of institutional and contractual government-private partnerships; (2) the introduction of those partnerships to new economy sectors, such as science, education, health
care, sports, housing services, and IT sectors; (3) the creation of new contractual models
of partnerships regarding concession of property and mutual property rights; and (4) the
creation of favorable conditions for private investments in social programs, including government reimbursement of private expenses and monetary rewards."'

D.

Russta

Following up on last year's accession to the WTOI2 and the adoption of the new Law
on the Investment Partnership," 3 Russia is currently going through fumdamental reforms.
106. Kazkhstan Simplifies Corporate Registration Procedures, BAKER & McKuNziE (Feb. 15, 2013), http://
www.bakermckenzies.com/ALKazakhstanCorporateRegistrationFeb 13/.
107. See generally Ugolovni Kodeks Respubliki Kazakhstan [Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazkhstan],
2013, No. 104-V, aaailahle at http://online.zakon.kz/Document/?doc id=31408090.
108. See Overview of the Most Interesting Changes in the Legislation of RKfor 2013, ZAKON (July 31, 2013,
1 1:45AM), http://www.zakon.kz/4569246-obzor-naibolee-interesnykh-izmenenjj-v.html.
109. Zakon Respubliki Kazahstan o Vnesenii Izmenenij i Dopolnenij v Nekotorfie Zakonodatelynfie Aktfu
Respubliki Kazahstan po Voprosam Transporta [Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Amendments and
Additions to Some Legislative Acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Transport], 2013, No. 132-V.

110. OECD Review of Agricultural Policies: Kazakhstan 2013,

ORG. FOR EcON. COOPERATION AND

DEV.

(Dec. 23, 2013), http://www.oecd.org/tad/agricultural-policies/kazakhstan-review-2013.htm.
111. Akon Respubliki Kazahstan o Vnesenii Izmenenij i Dopolnenij v Nekotorfie Zakonodatelynfle Aktfu
Respubliki Kazahstan po Voprosam Vnedreniya Novu6h Vidov Gosudarstvenno-Chasmogo Parmerstva i
Rasshireniya Sfer ih Primeneniya [Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Amendments and Additions?to
Some Legislative Acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan?on the Introduction of New Types of Public-Private
Partnerships and Expand Their Areas of Application], 2013, No. 131-V.
112. Accessions Russian Federation, WORLD TRADE
al russie e.htm (last visited Mar. 24, 2014).

ORG.,

http://www.wto.org/english/thewto e/acc e/

113. Federalynfuj Zakon Rossijskoj Federatsii ot 28 noyabrya 2011 g. N 335-FZ [Federal Law of the Russian
Federation of November 28, 2011, N 335-FZ "on Investment Partnership"], RossusKASA GNZETA [Ros.
GAz.] Dec. 7, 2011, No. 5651 (Russ.).
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The Tax Code was amended several times" 4 by Federal Law (FL) No. 267-FZ (in force
since January 1, 2014), 11 which stimulates investment activities in the far east territories
of Russia. According to this law, regional investment project participants, investing within
6
certain territories, pay no federal profit tax for a period of ten years."
Additionally, FL No. 156-FZ on Investment Funds was also amended this year by three

different laws, (1) FL No. 134-FZ of June 28, 2013," which is aimed at "strengthening
measures to combat money laundering" and added new requirements to organizers (members) of investment ftimds;" 8 (2) FL No. 185-FZ of July 2, 2013, which amended certain
9
terms related to the new law on education;" and (3) FL No. 251-FZ ofJuly 23, 2013,120
which transferred authority of the Federal Service for Financial Markets to the Central
Bank of Russia, abolishing the former and making the latter "a single mega-regulator of
121
financial institutions."'
Substantial legislative changes were added to the Civil Code of Russia via three bundles
of amendments 122 (in force since March 1, 2013,123 September 1, 2013,124 and October 1,
2013, respectively 25 ). Crucial developments for prospective investors include (1) the introduction of the concept of "good faith"; (2) the ability of courts to establish loss recovery
amounts on principles of fairness and proportionality; (3) the addition of more flexibility
to transaction challenging; (4) the introduction of a non-accessory, transferable form of
mortgage and further revision of real estate laws; and (5) the changing of rules in the

114. Federalynfuj Zakon Rossijskoj Federatsii ot 23 iyulya 2013 g. N 248-FZ [Federal Law of the Russian
Federation of July 23, 2013, N 248-FZ], RossusKMA GAZETA [Ros. GAz.] July 26, 2013, No. 6139 (Russ.).
115. Federalynfuj Zakon Rossijskoj Federatsii ot 30 sentyabrya 2013 g. N 267-FZ [Federal Law of the Russian Federation Sept. 30, 2013 N 267-FZ], RoSSuSKAIA GAZETA [Ros. GAz.] Oct. 4, 2013, No. 6199 (Russ.).
116. V INK RF Vnesenu I meneniya, Napravlennue na Stimulirovanie Realizatsii Investitsionnuh Proektov [In the
Tax Code Changes Aimed at Promotingthe Implementation of Investment Projects], BUH (Jan. 10, 2013), http://
www.buh.ru/newsDescr- 10694.
117. Federalynfuj Zakon Rossijskoj Federatsii ot 28 iyunya 2013 g. N 134-FZ [Federal Law of the Russian
Federation June 28, 2013 N 134-FZ], RoSSuSKAxA GAZETA [Ros. GAz.] July 2, 2013, No. 6117 (Russ.).
118. ERNST & YOUNG, MEASURES TO COMBAT ILLEGAL FINANciAL OPERATIONS ENACTED 1 (Jly 9,
2013), availahle at http://www.ey.com/Publication/wLUAssets/Tax-Legal-Alert-20130703-134-FZ-ENG/
$FILE/Tax-Legal-Alert-20130703-134-FZ-ENG.pdf.
119. Federalynfuj Zakon Rossijskoj Federatsii ot 2 iyulya 2013 g. N 185-FZ [Federal Law of the Russian
Federation July 2, 2013 N 185-FZ], RossusKAIx GAZETA [Ros. GAz.] Sept. 1, 2013, No. 6124 (Russ.).
120. Federalynfuj Zakon Rossijskoj Federatsii ot 23 iyulya 2013 g. N 251-FZ [Federal Law of the Russian
Federation July 23, 2013 N 251-FZ], RossusRASA GAZETA [Ros. GAz.] July 31, 2013, No. 6142 (Russ.).

121. ERNST & YOUNG, DAILY T x & LEGA LISTiNGS 1 (July 9, 2013), available at http://www.ey.com/
Publication/% 20vwLUAssets/DTLL073 OE/$FILE/DTLL0730E.pdf.
122. Yuri Makhonin, Summary of Key Changes to the Russian Civil Code, DECHERT (Sept. 25, 2013), http://
www.dechert.com/Summary-ofKey-Changes-the-Civil Code_2013-09-25; see generally Andrey Goltsblat,
Russia's Evolving Investment Climate, GOLTSBLAT BLP (Oct. 5, 2012), http://gblplaw.com/news/articles/
72684/.
123. Federalynfij Zakon Rossijskoj Federatsii ot 30 dekabrya 2012 g. N 302-FZ [Federal Law of the Russian
Federation Dec. 30, 2012 N 302-FZ], RoSSuSKAIA GAZETA [Ros. GAz.] Jan. 11, 2013, No. 5979 (Russ.).
124. Federalynfuj Zakon Rossijskoj Federatsii ot 7 maya 2013 g. N 100-FZ [Federal Law of the Russian
Federation May 7,2013 N 100-FZ], RoSSIISKAIA GAZETA [Ros. GAz.] May 13, 2013, No. 6075 (Russ.).
125. Federalynfij Zakon Rossijskoj Federatsii ot 2 iyulya 2013 g. N 142-FZ [Federal Law of the Russian
Federation July 2, 2013 N 142-FZ], RoSSuSKAIA GAZETA [Ros. GAz.] July 5, 2013, No. 6121 (Russ.).
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financial securitization market and the classification of securities into documentary and
26
non-documentary.'
Russian legislation is undergoing substantial reforms that are still in the process of further development. New legal concepts and amended laws bring Russia closer to internationally accepted standards and create a better environment for future investments.
V. North America (Canada)

A.

LAWs CONCERNING FOREIGN STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES

(SOEs)

In December 2012, the Canadian government approved two significant transactions in
Canada's energy sector involving foreign SOEs, CNOOC Limited's acquisition of Nexen
7
Inc. and the Petronas acquisition of Progress Energy.'
Concurrent to the approval of these transactions, the Canadian government introduced

a new framework for reviewing foreign SOE acquisitions in Canada. The framework confirmed that foreign investors will continue to bear the burden of satisfying the Minister of
Industry, who ultimately decides whether foreign investments subject to Investment Ca-

nada Act (ICA) review will be approved and that an investment is likely to be of net benefit
to Canada. It also sets out certain factors the Minister examines in assessing whether this

burden is met by SOEs. These include (1) the extent to which control or influence will be
exercised by the foreign State over the SOE, (2) the degree of control or influence the

SOE will have on the Canadian business and on the industry in which it operates; (3) "the
corporate governance and reporting structure of the SOE" (including whether it adheres
to Canadian law and practices and free market principles), and (4) whether the Canadian

28
business is likely to operate on a commercial basis post-acquisition.
Finally, acting on concern regarding private sector control of the ownership of oil
sands, the government announced a halt to further foreign SOE acquisitions of control in

the industry absent exceptional circumstances. The government also warned that it could

impose similar caps on SOE acquisitions in other sectors if considered threatened by ex29
cessive foreign government ownership.
These steps were then followed up with amendments to the ICA enacted in June
2013.130 First, the amendments define SOEs such that they include entities that are influenced by a foreign government, rather than merely entities that are owned or controlled
by a foreign government.' 3' This is a very broad and uncertain definition. Factors that
are relevant in determining whether an entity is subject to government control or influence include (1) the equity stake of the government (including any special rights such as
golden shares); (2) the rights provided for in shareholder agreements; (3) the board structure/composition; (4) the processes of the board and senior management; (5) the laws or
126. Vadim Konyushkevich, Valentina Tinikova & Anna Klimnk, Third Bundle ofAmendments to Civil Code of
the Russian Federation, LIDINGS (Sept. 4, 2013), http://www.lidings.com/eng/legalupdates2?id=99.
12 7. John D. Bodrug et al., Canadian Government ClarifiesPolicy on Foreign Investments by State-Owned Enterprises, DAviEs WARD PHILLIPS & VINEBERG LLP (Dec. 8, 2012), http://www.dwpv.com/-/media/Files/
PDF/Canadian-Government-Clarifies-Policy-Foreign-Investments-Dec2012.ashx.
128. Id.
129. Id.
130. Investment Canada Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 28 (1st Supp.).
131. Id. at § 3.
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bylaws allowing State control/involvement in the affairs of a business; and (6) any past
history of a State influencing companies, in a non-commercial way, in other foreign
132
countries.
The amendments also expand the authority of the Minister to deem transactions subject
to ICA review. The new powers are two-fold. They allow the Minister to deem an entity
a foreign SOE if considered to be "controlled in fact" by another foreign SOE (or by an
entity or person that is influenced by a foreign SOE). They also allow the Minister to
deem some minority interests in Canadian businesses to be "control in fact."133
Finally, the June 2013 amendments exempt foreign SOE transactions from the higher
ICA review thresholds that will come into force at some (still unknown) point in the future. These higher thresholds will be based on enterprise value rather than asset value and
will increase from CAD $600 million to CAD $1 billion over a four-year period after
becoming effective. 134 The Canadian government's intention in introducing this higher
threshold was to progressively reduce the overall number of transactions subject to ICA
review. By virtue of the June 2013 amendments, these new thresholds will not apply to
foreign SOEs once enacted; foreign SOEs will continue to be subject to the lower, assetbased threshold.135

B.

NATIONAL SECURITY BUSINESS MEASURES

On October 7, 2013, the Canadian government announced that it had rejected the proposed acquisition by foreign-owned Accelero Capital Holdings of a business owned by
Manitoba Telecom Service, a Canadian telecommunications company. The rejection was
136
based on unspecified national security concerns.
Pursuant to the ICA, the Canadian government can reject any foreign investment if it is
considered a threat to national security. The government can also impose conditions or
order divestiture of the Canadian business after it has been acquired. The June 2013
amendments to the ICA also introduced greater flexibility for the Canadian government
7
to extend the time periods for national security reviews under the ICA.13
Only a small number of other transactions are known to have been prevented because of
national security concerns. The Accelero Capital rejection appears to be the first since the
national security review provisions were added to the ICA in March 2009.138
132. Neil Campbell & Jun Chao Meng, Changes to Investment Canada Act implemented, LEXOLOGY (July 8,
2013), http://www.lexology.com/ibrary/detail.aspx?gFFald255-3062-404b-b672-e05o 876fdf.
133. See id.; R.S.C. 1985, c. 28 § 3. For example, the Investment Canada Act would normally not apply to an
acquisition by a State-owned enterprise (SOE) (or any other foreign investor) of less than 33.3 percent of the
voting interests in a corporation; under the new rules, the Minister could deem such an acquisition to be an
acquisition of "control in fact" where a foreign SOE is involved.
134. R.S.C., c. 28 §14.1.
135. Campbell & Meng, supra note 132.
136. Peter Franklyn et. al., Canadian Government Rejects Accelero Allstream Deal on National Security Grounds,
LEXOLOGY (Oct. 11, 2013), http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=2ea76cbl-f223-4aa4-8105-30434
1106f10.
137. R.S.C., c. 28 §§ 25.3-25.4.
138. Franklyn et. al., supra note 136.
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CANADA-EUROPEAN

UNION COMPREHENSIVE TRADE AGREEMENT

On October 18, 2013, Canada announced a comprehensive trade agreement with the
European Union.' 39 The agreement "covers most aspects of the Canada-EU bilateral
economic relationship, including trade in goods and services [(particularly the elimination
of tariffs)], investment, and government procurement."' 140 The agreement's investment
chapter is intended to "provide Canadian and EU investors with greater certainty, stability, transparency and protection for their investments, while preserving fill rights for governments to legislate and regulate in the public interest."14 1 Foreign investment from
Europe to Canada is significant. In 2012, "direct investment by European companies in
Canada totaled CAD $171.5 billion, representing 24.1 percent of total foreign investment
in Canada.' 42 In particular, the agreement includes changes that, once implemented, will
143
raise the ICA review threshold to CAD $1.5 billion for acquisitions by E.U. investors.

VI.
A.

South America
ARGENTINA

The Republic of Argentina has taken a step in an effort to demonstrate to the invest-

ment community that Argentina is getting back on track after delaying payment of arbitral
awards granted to foreign investors under the ICSID and UNCITRAL arbitration proceedings that started after the 2002 Argentine Peso devaluation and freezing of utilities
rates.

144

In 2002, the utility companies that had been privatized in the 1990s were among the
companies most affected by the abrogation of the U.S. dollar-based calculation formulas
used to set utilities rates, their mandatory conversion to the devaluated Argentine peso,
and the prohibition of indexation or other adjustments established by the Argentine National Congress. 145 CMS Gas Transmission Company, Azurix, and National Grid soon
started ICSID and UNCITRAL arbitration proceedings against the Republic of Argentina, seeking redress under the applicable investment protection treaties, which ultimately
49
succeeded in 2005,146 2006,147 and 2008,148 respectively.1
139. Canada Reaches Historic Trade Agreement with the European Union, ACTIONPLAN (Oct. 18, 2013), http://
www.actionplan.gc.ca/en/news/ceta-aecg/canada-reaches-historic-trade-agreement-european.
140. Id.
141. Id.
142. Id.
143. Jmran Ahmad & Chris Hersh, Canada-EU Trade Agreement: Foreign Investment Review Threshold to Increase, CASSELS BROCK (Oct. 18, 2013), http://www.casselsbrock.com/BlogPost/CanadaEU TradeAgree
ment ForeignInvestmentReview Threshold to Increase-to 1 5B forEU Investors/?print.
144. See Argentina Steps up Fight with Utilities over Rates, BLOOMBERU (Oct. 21, 2003), http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=aSqoyLGlbvSU; see also Ken Parks, Argentina Reaches $677M Investment Dispute Settlement, WALL STREET J. (Oct. 18, 2013, 9:54 AM), http://online.wsj.com/aricle/BTCO-20131018-705467.html.
145. See Law No.25,561, Jan. 6,2002 [29810] B.O. 1 (Arg.);
see also Argentina Steps Up Fight with Utilities
over Rates, supra note 144.
146. CMS Gas Transmission Co.v.Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No.ARB/01/8,Award (May12,2005),
44 I.L.M. 1205 (2005),available athttps://icsid.worldbank.org/ICSID/FrontServlet?requestType=CasesRH&
actionVal=showDoc&docld=DC504_En&caseld=C4.
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Despite the successfil arbitration proceedings, arbitral awards were not paid. On October 18, 2013, the Ministry of Economy and Public Finance finally approved the settlement
agreements to be executed individually to the successor companies of the original parties.'5 0 Settlement negotiations progressed faster after August 2013, when claimants allegedly submitted their settlement proposals to the Argentine government.'
In
preparation for the closing of the settlements, the Chief of Cabinet approved an adjustment to the 2013 National Budget' 1 2 by increasing the budget line for "Litigation and
5 3
Mediation" to three billion Argentine Pesos.
The execution of settlement agreements was reported by the Ministry of Economy and
Public Finance on October 18, 2013.154 By these settlement agreements, the Republic of
Argentina agreed to cancel outstanding liabilities with all five foreign investors for a total
of U.S. $677 million' by tendering government bonds for a nominal amount of U.S.
$507 million.
Settlement terms consisted of (1) a 25 percent discount on principal and interests (resulting in a fiscal saving of US $171 million), (2) a payment in government bonds BONAR
X (on account of principal) and BODEN 15 (on account of interests) at a 7 percent annual
interest rate, and (3) claimants' undertaking to subscribe and integrate in cash BAADE
government bonds for an amount equal to 10 percent of the claimed amounts (i.e., US $68
million).156

B.

BOLIVIA

1.

Nationalization

In 2013, only one company in Bolivia was nationalized, 1 7 SABSA (a Spanish-owned
airport operator), 5 8 which was responsible for the management of the three international
airports in Bolivia.' s 9 The Bolivian Government supported its decision by declaring that
147. Azurix Corp. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/12, Award, (July 14, 2006), https://icsid
.worldbank.org/ICSID/FrontServlet?requestType=CasesRH&actionVal=showDoc&docld=DC507 En&case
Id=C5.
148. National Grid P.L.C. v. Argentine Republic, Award (Nov. 3, 2008), http://www.italaw.com/sites/de
fault/files/case-documents/ita0555.pdf.
149. CC-WB Holdings LLC's claim was based on the impact of the financial emergency regulations over its
investment in an insurance company in Argentina. The Vivendi Universal S.A. and Compafifa de Aguas del
Aconquija S.A. award was issued in 1996 and was unrelated to the 2002 financial crisis. Although the award
was unrelated to the 2002 financial crisis, the affected investors could not collect on the judgment until 2013.
150. Resolucion No. 598/2013, Oct. 8, 2013 [32659] B.O. 21 (Arg.).
151. See id.
152. Law No. 26,784, Nov. 1, 2012 [32515] B.O. 1. (Arg.).
153. See Decision Administrativa No. 830/2013, Oct. 8, 2013 (Arg.).
154. Press Release, El Ministerio de Econoria y Finanzas Piblicas de la Naci6n [Ministry of Economy and
Public Finance of Arg.], Se Public6 el Acuerdo Sobre Laudos Firmes en el CIADI [The Agreement Was
Published in the Firm Awards ICSID] (Oct. 18, 2013).
155. Id.
156. Id.
157. Bolivia NationalisesThree Spanish-Owned Airports,BBC (Feb. 18, 2013, 6:47 PM), http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/world-latin-america-21499296?print=true.
158. Id.
159. Id.
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SABSA made neither expansions nor investments in the airports and was thus in breach of
61
article 18160 of the Concession Agreement.'

2.

Banking and Finance

The banking and finance sector has a new Law of Financial Services 16 2 that regulates
63
the activities of the financial service providers and the issuance of operating licenses.1 It
also sets out mechanisms for the protection of consumers.
Under this law, a foreign financial entity can open its branch through application to the
Financial Supervision Authority System (ASFI), which would be reviewed with a focus on
potential contribution to the development of the trade and financial relationship between
Bolivia and the country where that financial entity is based.164 With authorization of
ASFI, a foreign financial entity can establish a Representative Office, whose only permitted activity is the promotion of financial services and business.16 The law specifically
states that no exemptions or diplomatic recourses are recognized to obtain a more
favorable treatment by foreign financial entities operating in Bolivia.166
This law provides antitrust regulations by prohibiting monopolies and oligopolies 167 or
the creation of a dominant position 168 by a financial entity. For the protection of consumers, all models and forms of contracts implemented by financial entities for usual and
recurrent types of transactions with their customers must be registered with ASFI for
evaluation and verification that the documents do not contain terms and conditions that
169
are abusive to customers.
But the law allows the state financial institutions (or financial institutions with majority
state participation) to purchase private financial entities by means of a Supreme Decree.'70
The government is allowed to set maximum interest rates for lending operations and minimum interest rates for deposits.71

160. Article 18 of the Concession Agreement required SABSA to maintain IATA service level B. See Decreto
Supremo No. 1494, de 18 de Febrero de 2013, GACETA OFICm DE BoLIvIA de 28.7.2013, available at http://
www.lexivox.org/norms/BO-DS-N1494.xhtml.
161. See Bolivia: Nationalisationof Spanish-Owned Airport Operator SABSA, GLOBAL TRADE ALERT (May 15,
2013), http://www.globaltradealert.org/measure/bolivia-nationalisation-spanish-owned-airport-operatorsabsa.
162. Ley No. 393, Ley De Servicios Financieros [Law of Financial Services] de 21 de Augusto de 2013,
GACETA OFICIAL

551NEC (Bol.), available at http://comunicacion.presidencia.gob.bo/docprensa/pdf/

20130821-11-44-19.pdf.
163. Id. art.
150.
164. Id. art.
160.
165. Id.
166. Id.
167. Id. art.
109.
168. Ley No. 393, Ley De Servicios Financieros at art. 111.
169. Id. art.
84.
170. Id. art.
170.
171. Id. art. 59.
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Treaties

In September 2013, the first of its kind 172 Law of Treaties (Law) 17 3 was enacted with the
7
174
signature, and applicationl 5 of
objective of setting forth the procedures of negotiation,
17
international treaties in Bolivia. 6 The Law provides that judgments, arbitration awards,
and other jurisdictional resolutions, resulting from applying international dispute resolution mechanisms, shall be recognized observing national interest. 177 But, the Law states
that, at the time of treaty negotiation, the dispute resolution mechanism is subject to the
Bolivian jurisdiction, laws, and authorities. 178 This provision is subject to interpretation
with regard to its application.
The Law allows the government to issue statements interpreting the application of
treaty provisions. 179 In addition to nullity, suspension, termination, and withdrawal actions,180 the government also has the right to terminate, withdraw, or suspend a treaty if it
considers that its representative who signed the treaty did so in error, deceit, or under
duress or corr-uption. 18 1 The government also has the right to withdraw from a treaty that
contains no provisions for withdrawal or denunciation and that contradicts constitutional
interests of the State. 182 Moreover, article 71(2) may be interpreted as extending the
deadline set in the constitution for the government to re-negotiate or denounce existing
international treaties that have been identified as contradictory to the interests of the
State.

C.

BRAZIL

The Brazilian Arbitration Law (BAL) is currently under review, and one likely major
change would be to allow the arbitration of public contracts.
Brazilian scholars have discussed investment arbitration for a long time, but arbitration
involving public contracts with the Brazilian government was considered taboo and only
recently became a feasible option for specific categories of public contracts. 183 Even when
authorized, arbitration was legally constricted on issues such as the seat of arbitration
172. As mentioned by the Vice Chancellor of Bolivia. See
Alurralde:Ley deCelebratio deTratadosDefinird
la
Imagen de Bolivia en suRelacionamiento con Otros Paises [Alurralde: Law of Treaties will Define the Image of Bolivia
in Their Relationships with Other Countries], BOLIVIA EN TUS MANOS (Sept. 19, 2013), http://www.boliviaentusmanos.com/noticias/bolivia/79980/alurralde-ley-de-celebracion-de-tratados-definra-la-imagen-de-boli
via-en-su-relacionamiento-con-otros-paises.html.
173. Ley No. 401, de 18 de Septiembre de 2013, GACETA OFICIAL DEL ESTADO PLURINACIONAL DE Bo
LIVIA de 18.9.2013 (Bol.).
174. Id. art. 18.
175. Id. arts. 28-29.
176. Id. art. 1.
177. Id. art. 20.
178. Id.
179. Ley No. 401 at art. 56.
180. Id. arts. 59-61, 65-71.

181. Id. art. 61.
182. Id. art. 69.
183. Such as the public-private partnerships and the contracts for concession of public services. See Lei No.
11.079, de 30 Dezembro de 2004, Diamo OvCcAL DA UNIaO [D.O.U.] de 31.12.2004 (Braz.); Lei No. 8.987,
de 13 Fevereiro de 1995, Dia o OFICIAL DA UNIaO [D.O.U.] de 14.2.1995 (Braz.).
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(Brazil) and the language of the procedure (Portuguese). 184 With the amendments, BAL
would extend authorization to every public contract. 85
Article 1, dealing with limits to arbitrability, would be amended to include the
following:
§10 The direct and indirect Public Administration may settle through arbitration disputes related to the property rights over which it may dispose, and arisen of contracts
it signed. §2' The Authority or the constituency division or agency of the direct
Public Administration capable of celebrating an arbitration agreement is the same
86
entity that concludes agreements or transactions.'
Article 2, dealing with choice of substantive law, would be amended to include "§3'
Arbitral procedures involving the Public Administration shall always be of law and must
18
observe the principle of publicity."'
Based on the amendments, it can be concluded that public entities can arbitrate their
disputes if the following three conditions are present: (1) the dispute relates to property
rights, (2) the entity that signed the arbitration agreement is also capable of contracting
agreements and settling transactions, and (3) the procedure is public.
With the revision, the BAL appears not to place any restriction on the seat of the arbitration, the place of the arbitral award, the applicable language, or the applicable law for
public contracts. This will leave many matters such as choice of law open to interpretation. The new law may be difficult to implement despite its simplicity.
D.

CHILE

Declared the "Year of Innovation" by Chilean President Sebastian Pifiera,' 88 2013
brought numerous examples of government support for the renewable energy sector in
Chile-both in legislative advancements and in industry partnerships. For example, in
September 2013, the Chilean Senate approved legislation that will require utilities to
source 20 percent of their power from renewable energies by 2025, up from the 2020 goal
of 10 percent.' 8 9
Further, the government has begun taking concrete steps to break down longstanding
barriers to renewable energy development in Latin America that have traditionally deterred investors and developers. One key example was the government-coordinated PV
Insider LATAMVI Conference in September 2013, in Santiago, where industry leaders and
184. See Lei No. 9.307, de 23 Setembro de 1996, DIaRIO OFICIAL DA UNIaO [D.O.U.] art. 34, de 24.9.1996
(Braz.).
185. Projeto De Lei Do Senado No. 406, De 2013, SENADO FEDERAL, arts. 1-2, http://www.senado.gov.br/
atividade/materia/getPDF.asp?t=137695&tp=1 (last visited Mar. 24, 2014).
186. Id. art. 1.
187. Id. art. 2.

188. See Culmination of 2013 "Year of Innovation" Shows Progress in Chile,

CHILEAN ECON. DEV. AGENCY

(Dec. 30, 2013), http://www.english.corfo.cl/press-room/news/culnination-of-2013-year-of-innovationshows-progress-in-chile.

189. See Tildy Bayar, Chile Ups Renewable Energy Target,

RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD

(Sept. 6, 2013),

http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/20 13/09/chile-ups-renewable-energy-target.
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government partners discussed possible solutions to critical challenges facing the renewable energy market in Chile. 190
The "Year of Innovation" brought about other support mechanisms and grant funding
instruments to help make projects economically viable. In February 2013, the Chilean
Economic Development Agency (CORFO) and the Chilean Ministry of Energy implemented a new program called "Innovation in Alternative Renewable Energies," which encourages companies to use alternative sources for their energy needs by funding up to 50
percent of the total cost of renewable energy projects (up to approximately US $10.5
million). 1 9 1 CORFO and the Chilean Ministry of Energy have encouraged local and foreign companies to apply for project funding in association with at least one entity that will
be the end user of the energy produced in Chile.192 This move will help leverage the
expertise of foreign investors and developers in developing and sustaining renewable energy projects.
Several other government programs specifically target the solar market. In February
2013, CORFO and the Chilean Ministry of Energy launched an international competition
to fund Latin America's first concentrated solar power plant through the Concentrated
Solar Power Program. 19 3 The soft-financing loans, grants, and the government-provided
public land in the Note Grande will help bring new solar technologies to the country and
demonstrate the high level of interest that the Chilean Government has taken in providing opportunities for foreign investors and developers to enter the market. Due in part to
this government support, analysts expect significant growth in the solar market in Chile
over the next several years, with cumulative installed capacities of about 2.2 GW by the
end of 2017.194

E.

VENEZUELA

On November 20, 2013, the National Assembly, in a controversial move, 19 delegated
broad legislative powers to newly elected President Nicolas Maduro, whose presidency
was hotly contested. 196 The President now has broad powers to issue decrees in two core
areas. The first one is the so-called "fight against corruption," which includes issuing
rules to control the financing of political parties, capital flight, defense of local currency,
and money laundering. 19 The second area is the "defense of the economy," which allows
190. Letty Thomas, PV Insider LATAM Conference & Exhibition 2013,
sider.com/LATAM/en-index.php (last visited Mar. 24, 2013).

PV-INSIDER.COM,

191. See New FundingforAlternative Renewable Energy Projects in Chile, CHILEAN ECON.

http://www.pv-in

DEV. AGENCY

(Feb.

22, 2013), http://www.english.corfo.cl/press-room/news/new-funding-for-alternative-renewable-energyprojects-in-chile.
192. Id.
193. See Concentrated Solar Power Program (CSP), CHILEAN ECON. DEV. AGENCY, http://www.english
.corfo.cl/programs/programs/concentrated-solar-power-program-csp (last visited Mar. 24, 2013).
194. Id.
195. See Venezuelan LegislatureReceives Superpowers Requestfor Mature, EL UNIVERSAL (Oct. 8, 2013), http://
www.eluiversal.com.co/mundo/legislativo-venezolano-recibe-solicitud-de-superpoderes-para-maduro
1376
19.
196. Law that authorizes the President of the Republic to enact decrees with value and force of law in

delegated matters. See Asamblea Nacional Decreta, de 19 de Noviembre de 2013, GACETA OFICIAL
REPOBLICA BOLIVARANA DE VENEZUELA, No. 6.112 Extraordinario de 19.11.2013 (Venez.).

DE LA

197. Id. art. 1.1.
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the President to increase control over the economy and commerce, including price limits,
speculation, and hoarding controls over any type of goods, foreign currency controls, production, and commercialization of food and basic products.19 The text published in the
Official Gazette includes an extremely broad provision that was not discussed or approved
by the National Assembly. It allows the President to create criminal sanctions against
"actions threatening the safety and defense of the Nation, State Agencies, Public Powers
and public services."' 99
With an annual inflation rate exceeding 45 percent as of November 2013,200 the government has issued several resolutions setting out maximum sale prices for goods and
services. Medical services were added to the existing list of maximum prices 20 1 and other
items already included were adjusted (chicken, beef, milk, and cheese). 20 2 Additionally,
based on the existing consumer protection laws, 20 3 the government has conducted many
inspections in a large number of businesses nationwide, forcing merchants to sell products
for significant discounts (sometimes over 70 percent). 204 The President has also signed or
enacted a number of decrees setting out maximum profits in several industries, 205 maximum prices for the sale of cars, 20 6 and rent controls for commercial or industrial proper-

ties. 20 7 These and future regulations may apply to different levels in the chain of
commerce, including importers, producers, and distributors.
Additionally, the exchange market control continues after ten years. In February 2013,
the local currency (the Bolivar) was devalued by 46.5 percent.208 The exchange rate is
now 6.28 Bolivars per U.S. dollar for purchase and 6.3 for sale. 20 9 The unofficial ex198. Id. art. 1.2.
199. Id. art. 1(d).
200. See BANco CENT.

DE VENEZUELA,

http://www.bcv.org.ve/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2014).

201. Providencia Administrativa No. 294, de 25 de Junio de 2013, GACETA OFICIAL DE LA REPUBLICA
BOLVARANA DE VENEZUELA, No. 40.196 de 26.6.2013 (Venez.).
202. Resolucion Conjunta, de 14 de Mayo de 2013, GACETA OFICIAL DE LA REPUBLICA BOLIVARIANA DE
VENEZUELA,No. 40.166 de 14.5.2013 (Venez.).
203. Including the Law for the Defense of Persons in Accessing Goods and Services and the Law of Fair

Costs and Prices. See Decreto No. 6.092, de 24 de Abril de 2009, GACETA OFICIAL DE LA REPUBLICA
BOLVARANA DE VENEZUELA, No. 39.165 de 24.4.2009 (Venez.); Decreto No. 8.328, de 14 de Julio
de 2011,
GACETA OFICIAL DE LA REPUBLICA BOLIVARIANA DE VENEZUELA, No. 39.715 de 18.7.2011 (Venez.).
204. Continuan Inspecciones a Comercios en Venezuela para Vigilar "pPecios justos" [Inspections Continue to
Monitor Trades in Venezuela "FairPrices'], ABC (Nov. 11, 2013, 11:54 PM), http://www.abc.es/agencias/
noticia.asp?noticia= 1534805.
205. Maduro Firma Ley de Ganancias, suPrimera en el Marco de la Habilitante [Law Firm Profits Maduro,
His First Under the Enabling], EL MUNDO (Nov. 21, 2013, 8:42 PM), http://www.elmundo.com.ve/noticias/
econonia/politicas- pblicas/maduro-firma-ley-de-ganancias-s-primera-en-el-ma.aspx.
206. Video, Maduro Firma el Decreto que Baja elPrecio de LosCarros [Video, Mardro Signed a Decree Lowering the
Price of Cars], EL MUNDO (Dec. 4, 2013, 6:36 AM), http://www.elmundo.com.ve/nocias/negocios/automo
triz/maduro- firma-el-decreto-que-baja-el-precio-de-los-.aspx.
207. Decreto No. 602, de 29 de Noviembre de 2013, GACETA OFICIAL DE LA REPTBLICA BOLIVARTANA DE

No. 40.305 de 29.11.2013 (Venez.).

VENEZUELA,

208. Victor Salmer6n, El Gohierno Devalua el Bolivary Endurece el Control de Cambio [The Government Devalued the Bolivar and Hardens the Exchange Control], EL UNIVERSAL (Feb. 9, 2013, 8:24 AM), http://www
.elunversal.com/econo I a/130209/el-gobierno-devaiua-el-bolivar-y-endurece-el-control-de-cambio.
209. Convenio Cambiario No. 14, de 7 de Febrero de 2013, GACETA OvICL DE LA REPBLICA BOLrVARI
ANA DE VENEZUELA,

No. 40.108 de 8.2.2013 (Venez.).
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change rate, which is in practice the commerce-controlling rate, averaged (as of December
0
4, 2013) approximately 53.8 Bolivars per U.S. dollar.21
While the National Commission for the Administration of Currency (CADMI) 2 1 remains an important agency in the exchange market, there were changes in the government
structure overseeing currency exchange transactions. The Transactions System with Securities in Foreign Currency was replaced by the Complementary System for Foreign
Currency Administration (SICAD), which consists of public biddings for the acquisition
of foreign currency. 2 12 The new system allows legal and natural persons to acquire foreign currency or securities in foreign currency at the rate, terms, and conditions set out by
2 13
the Venezuelan Central Bank for each discretionary issuance.
Additionally, the National Center for Foreign Commerce was created with the purpose
of centralizing strategies and controls related to the exchange market and importations,
214
including the supervision of CADIVI and SICAD.
Finally, in the labor field, the government issued rules on work hours covering requests
for working extra hours, minimum days off by type of worker, and compensation for
2 5
working on holidays and extra hours. 1

VII.

International Developments in International Investment and

Alternative Dispute Resolution
The International Finance Corporation and the World Bank recently published the results of a study on arbitrating and mediating disputes. 2 16 This study is one of four research studies conducted by the FDI Regulations Initiative, a project that benchmarks the
investment climate in more than 100 economies worldwide.21 7 The three other topics
focus on other policy areas that affect foreign direct investment, namely, the process of
establishing a foreign subsidiary, 2 18 foreign equity ownership restrictions, 219 converting

210. Daily Trading, DOLAR TODAY, http://dolartoday.com/category/cotizacion/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2014).
211. Entities are known by their Spanish Acronyms.
212. Resoucion 13-07-01, de 4 de Julio de 2013, GACETA OFICIAL DE LA REPTBLICA BOLIVARIANA DE
VENEZUELA,

No. 40.201 de 4.7.2013 (Venez.).

213. Id.

214. Decreto 601, de 21 de Noviembre de 2013, GACETA OFICIAL DE LA REPUBLICA BOLVARTANA DE
No. 6.116 Extraordinario de 29.11.2013.
215. Partial Rules of the Labor and Workers Organic Law, GACETA OFICIAL DE LA REPUBLICA BOLrVARI
ANA DE VENEZUELA No. 40.157, April 30, 2013.
VENEZUELA,

216. Sophie Pouget, Policy Research Working Paper 6632, Arbitrating and Mediating Disputes: Benchmarking
Arbitration and Mediation Regimes for Commercial Disputes Related to Foreign Direct Investment, THE WORLD
BANK (Oct. 2013), http://econ.worldbank.org/external/default/main?pagePK=64165259&piPK=64165421&
theSitePK=469382&menuPK=64216926&entirylD=000158349_20131002150412.
217. FDI Regulations Database, THE WORLD BANK, http://iab.worldbank.org/-/media/FPDKMIAB/Docu
ments/What-is-Foreign-Direct-Investment.pdf (last visited Mar. 24, 2014).
218. Christian De la Medina Soto & Tania Ghossein, Policy Research Working Paper6707, Starting a Foreign
Investment Across Sectors, THE WORLD BANK (Nov. 2013), http://econ.worldbank.org/external/default/main?
pagePK=64165259&theSitePK=4693 82&piPK=6416542 &menuPK=64166093 &entitylD=000 58349-2013
1118132234.
219. Id.
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and transferring currency, 220 and employing skilled expatriates. 221 This study is modeled
222
after the Doing Business Initiative of the World Bank Group (Doing Business).
The Arbitrating and Mediating Disputes report assesses the "legal and institutional
framework for commercial arbitration, mediation, and conciliation regimes in 100 economies. 223 It relies on a set of indicators that assess the ease of initiating, conducting, and
resolving commercial disputes, and the existence of judicial assistance for recognizing and
enforcing foreign arbitral awards. 224 These indicators were developed in 2010, with an
initial pilot project. 225 The methodology has since been refined, and the geographical
coverage has been expanded.
The report shows that an effective commercial arbitration regime matters for foreign
investors.
Commercial contracts are increasingly complex and often require reliable, flexible
dispute resolution mechanisms. Commercial arbitration and other alternative dispute
resolution mechanisms give the parties the autonomy they need to create systems
tailored to their disputes. In addition, foreign investors view arbitration as a way to
mitigate risks by providing legal certainty on enforcement rights, due process, and
access to justice.

226

More specifically, the Arbitrating and Mediating Disputes report identifies those economies that have adopted generally accepted good practices, including consolidated alternative dispute resolution (ADR) laws, regulations following the UNCITRAL Model Law
on International Commercial Arbitration, and laws encompassing substantially all aspects
of commercial mediation and conciliation. 227 It also identifies "where finctional ADR
institutions exist to assure the efficient conduct of the arbitration proceedings, a greater
likelihood that time limits assigned by the arbitral tribunal will be respected and a greater
228
certainty that the arbitral award will withstand the scrutiny of a domestic court."
The report shows that all surveyed economies recognize arbitration as a tool for resolving commercial disputes and "only nine economies have not acceded to the New York
229
Convention [on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards]."
"High Income OECD and Eastern Europe and Central Asia are the regions that reformed
their laws on [ADR] the most between 2011 and 2012. ' 230 Only seven economies do not
220. John Anderson, Policy Research Working Paper 6601, Convertingand TramferringCurrency: Benchmarking
Foreign Exchange Restrictions to Foreign Direct Investment Across Economies, THE WORLD BANK (Sept. 2013),
http://econ.worldbank.org/external/default/main?pagePK=6416525 9&theSitePK=4693 72 &piPK=64165421
&menuPK=64166093&enitylD=000158349 20130924090028.
221. De la Medina Soto & Ghossein, supra note 218.
222. Doing Business's website is accessible at http://www.doingbusiness.org. See also Doing Business 2014:
Understanding Regulationsfor Small and Medium-Size Enterprises, DoING Bus. (Oct. 29, 2013), http://doing
business.org/reports/global-reports/doing-business-2014.
223. Pouget, supra note 216, at abstract.
224. Id. at 26.
225. The project was initially named Investing Across Borders. See Investing Across Borders, THE WORLD
BANK (2010), availahle at http://iab.worldbank.org/-/media/FPDKM/IAB/Documents/IAB-report.pdf.
226. Pouget, supra note 216, at 2.
227. Id. at 7-9.
228. Id. at 23.
229. Id. at 7, 9.
230. Id. at abstract.
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have a consolidated law on commercial arbitration, and Iraq is the sole economy with
231
legislative provisions only on procedural aspects of commercial arbitration.
When it comes to ADR private institutions, the study shows that Jordan, Pakistan, and
Papua New Guinea only have mediation institutions, while Angola and Brunei Damssalam do not have any private institutions dedicated to ADR.232 But thirty-nine economies host private institutions that offer fast-track arbitration services, i.e., time-bound
arbitration for faster and less expensive resolution of the dispute, and seventeen host institutions that offer online arbitration services, allowing online arbitration proceedings to
233
save time and expense.
Finally,
the Arbitration and Mediating Disputes indicators are significantly correlated with
perception data on the importance of [ADR], as well as other measures such as total
[FDI] inflows and inflows per capita, the Doing Business 2013 Enforcing Contracts
data, the World Bank Group's Governance Indicators, the World Economic Forum's
Global Competitiveness Indicators, and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee
234
Agency's World Investment and Political Risk data.
These correlations provide a useful starting point by showing that the indicators are
significant.

231.
232.
233.
234.

Id. at 7.
Pouget, supra note 216, at 9.
Id. at 10.
Id. at 17.
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